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BAGNULO HEAVY-FUEL INTERNAL CX)MBUSTIONENGIN3

By

Amedeo Fiore.

In the transition of aviation from military to civilian

uses, it Has umlergo-neimportant modifi~ations. Safety of pas-

sengers has “oe.comethe first and nosi troublesome problem.

The inflammabilityof gasoline unfo~tunately entails.serious

disadvantages, In the second place, the cost per horsepower-

hour is a serious drawback, greatly affecting even so simple a

matter as rail transportation. From the standpoint of economy,

the volatility of gasoline is Dot negligible in the regions of

diminished atmospheric pressure and therefore the fuel consump-

tion per horsepower-hour is gzeater than on the testing stand,

and this aside from all other considerationsprofoundly affects

the fuel consumption.

Thuc in c~vil wia&5w, the sngine, which has always been

the most tmportant factor in the probl~i~ of flight, has today

acquired still greater importance,

We are ziotfar from the epoch, in which the internal com-

bustion engine, after a considerableperiod of transition and

improvement,became reliable and conquered, in its triumphal

inarch,the broadest field of apjjlieatio-n,especially in the auto-

motive field ‘nhereit v;ascompletely victorious over that monder-
* From ‘lLIAeronautica,’*J;.nuary-F’ebmary,I%ilj pp. 2’7-29.
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ful machiile,the stem engine, ‘andover the electric motoz with
.

storage ‘batteries.

Since that time, several decades ago, the imagination and

study of inventors has been chiefly devoted to imjjrovingthe

design and to the more or less convenient location of each part,

~ com~letely neglecting the ‘improvementof the efficiency

and the creation of engines specially adapted to various us-es.’

This negled was so complete that in the field of aviation we

have seen the employment of the auto~o’bileengine simply

ened in its various parts, as the result of imjjrovetients

metallurgy.

light-

in

Today, on the cent’rary,me see with great satisfaction that

Bagnulols studies and experiments on his high-wjeed, heavy-fuel

engines, promise to solve not only the general problem of econom-

ical power and hence of thermal efficiency, but also all other

special pzoblems, of weight and spce, and, what is still more

impo2*tant,ra.nqeof -Gors.r.1% ;S3 therefoze, evident that

these studies are very important for aviation.

At present, Mr. Bagnulo is engaged in developing an engine

for solving agricultural problems, eithe~ by direct application

to

He

he

of

agriculture or to commercial land and sea trans~ortation.

has always been an enthusiastic student of aviation, to which

has given his best energies, and has not abandoned the idea

rendering further useful service toward the conqv.estof the .

air.
.
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We can give some of the fi-~stfzuits of his experiments,

,
which afford great promise of ail early solution, if Mr. Bagnulo

is only backed morally and financially in his reseamhes.

The two accompanying diagrams show

solve the problem of aviation. We will

tion to the results of his tests, which

how Mr. Bagnu30 would

first confine our atten-

seem quite conclusive.

With a single-cylinderengine of 120 mm. ‘boreand 160 mm. stroke

and 1200 r.p.m., he obtained 10 horsepower witlna fuel consump-

tion of 311 grams per horsepower-hour, by burning heavy oil at

900°.

The following table gives the comparative results for the

Be,gnuloand two other aviation engii~esof similar difi=nsions.

..... ,

mm. l-xl,
Oolombo :

llters
120 : .160 : 100 : 1350 : 1.8 :HP 16.6: 88.0

Bagnulo : 120 : 160 : -- : 1200 : 1.8 : ‘f10 : 59.6

Anzani . 105 : i45 : 9G : ~a~() : 1.25 : “ 9 : 75.8

The r.p,m. can be readily increased as shown by tests of

commercial types. The small

r.p.m, These engines can be

actually attain the power of

aviation it is not necessary

antes of \7ar engines.

3 HP engine was run as high as 1800

made to approximate closely, if not

gasoline engines, though in civil

to emulate

Recently, however, Mr. Bagnulo has

the acrob~tic pesfozm-

given his attention to

, . .
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the solution of supplemental problems essential to the pzactical.

attainment of his purpose.

The two most impo~tant problems are: (1) starting and

(2) counter-action of the effects of variations in atmospheric

pressure, both of which have been completely solved.

Everybody knows that ordinary heavy oil engines have to be

started with highly compressed air (60 to 80 atm..). This neces-

sitates delicate compressors, tanks, valves: etc. Besides, it

often happens that the tanks become exhausted, either from re-

peated attempts to start, or from losses which easily occur at

such high pressures, This method of starting, with its serious

disadvantages, is a source of danger on the water and justifies

the apprehensions and hostilitjrof mariners to the pzopulsio~ of

ships by I)ieseland similar engines.

on the contrary, with the special design of the Bagnulo en-

gine, it can be started by simply pumping in a “littleaiz and a

few drops of fuel, sufficient to foxm EUnexplosive nixture.

The engine is thus started by the impulse of the explosiom

For solving the other problem, that of counteracting the

variations in the atmospheric pzessure at various altitudes,

Bagnulo simply makes use of the lower face of the piston for ob-

taining the supplementaryair, as in two-stroke .gen ines, but

thi~ being a four-stroke engine, there are two compression

strokes. One is utilized in a portion of the exhaust for clean-

ing the cylinder (;~hichhelps immensely to increase the motive

.—-. .,
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power) tineother increases the’weight of the intake air.

Experiments performed by Bagn.uloon a test engine with one

cylinder game very fine results. The accompanying diagram show

the mechanical arrangement of this device, in which there is

also shown the special lubricating system with independent chan-

nels and a quadruple pump, in order to avoid the compensation of “

the aiz chambezs threugh the oil cknnels and to assume, at the “

same time a good lubrification of the whole engine.

Translated by the National Ad~~isoryCommittee for Aeronautics.
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